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Brown Machine Group introduces new                           
Case Packing System  
 
BEAVERTON, Michigan – Brown Machine Group will introduce and demonstrate a new 

 Case Packing System at both the PackExpo on September 23, 2019 and K-
2019 on October 16, 2019. The new system is designed and manufactured at Nalle Automation 
Systems (NAS), Brown Machine Group’s automation division located in Knoxville, TN.  
 

The new  Case Packing System is designed to erect cartons and pack product 

sequentially within the same machine. The  boasts a reduced floor space 
requirement compared to competitive offerings while offering a host of standard features 
customized around your specific needs and applications. The initial offering is targeted for the 
food and beverage industry, but the company has plans to expand its capabilities and features 
to develop additional market opportunities. 
 

The development of the  comes after the successful introduction of the HTP-1 
Case Packer at the 2018 NPE show in Orlando, FL. Since the initial design and conception, 
numerous features have been developed and improved upon. Flexibility and floor space 
requirements are front and center of the design concept. “Since the reveal of the HTP-1 at the 
NPE show, the case packer has gained massive momentum,” stated Billy Schwartz, Sales 
Engineer. “With the lack of skilled and general labor, the demand for automation increases by 
the day. The flexibility of our designs allow our equipment to be easily adapted into your 
downstream applications, requiring minimal floor space, while maximizing your return on 
investment.”   
 
The demand for case packing and general automation has increased so much so that Brown 
Machine Group is adding up to four additional sales engineers to support the sales and growth 
initiatives, in addition to the added workforce and equipment to support its success throughout 
the last year. “The growth we have seen over the last 2 years for automation has been 
substantial. Our customers are easily seeing the benefits and upside to our automation 
solutions and are driving us toward new solutions and offerings daily to meet their needs,” 
stated Bob Gordert – Vice President of Sales and Marketing.  
 

In addition to the flexibility and compact footprint, the  is supplied with a user-
friendly control system. The operating systems are designed with “simple” in mind, the intuitive 
controls allow for ease of training and operation. Systems are available in a multitude of 
configurations including top or side load and single or double lane infeed. 
 



 
 
 

About Brown Machine Group 

Brown Machine Group in Beaverton, MI, is a global leader in thermoforming technology and 
innovation with high-quality product lines manufactured by Brown Machine, Lyle Industries, 
Nalle Automation Systems, Freeman Company and EPCO. It designs and manufactures a 
complete line of continuous and cut-sheet thermoforming equipment, automation systems and 
provides related services including retrofit upgrades, tooling, prototyping, process optimization 
and technical support. It has thermoforming systems operating in over 65 countries worldwide in 
virtually every industry. Visit www.brownmachinegroup.com for more information. 
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